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ABSTRACT
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INTRODUCTION
This publication has been prepared by BSIC/EFL tot-ring a gen-

eral state of the art discussion of building systems us .! to both
active systems users and those who may be contemplating their

use for the first time.
In November of 1970 BSIC invited a small group of people, who

were 3ctive in the fidd of school architecture and had considerable
experience in the use of building systems, to sit down together
and discuss their experiences. In this publication BSIC has isolated
some points from these (liscussions and added some additional
material to provide a comprehensive view of the use of building
systems for schools.

In ordec to provide the reader with a basic vocabulary of sys-
ten s language, a glossary of terms used in the text has been in-
cluded at the beginning of the publication. The text has been di-
vided into four parts: 1) how to learn about building systems,
2) how to use building systems, 3) a list of sources of additional
information about each of the major topics discussed in the text,
and 4) samples of materials used in the preparation of bid docu-
ments for early bidding of subsystems'.

The authors are indebted to a great number of persons who
have contributed their ideas, experiences, and comments during
the preparation of the manuscript. We are especially indebted to
A. F. Allen, Christopher Arnold, Michel Bezman, James Bruce,
Carl Bryant, Thomas Cloonan, Jean Farley, Albert Hanscom, Er-
vin Hill, Jonathan King, Norman Kurtz, Robert Malcolm, Carroll
McGuffey, Robert M!es, Richard Miller, Peter Piven, Paul Roelke,
Norman Rutgers, Ken Wilson, and John Wurz.

In addition to the above, parts of the manuscript were reviewed
by Bernard Cromi, Ted Gilles, William Locke, Jon Schleuning,
Louie Sudheimer, and Ed Wundram.



In the following glossary, terms are defined as they are used in
this report. These iiefinitions may or may not reflect a term's
meaning ih every context. Terms marked with an (*) are also de-
fined in this glossary.
Building Component. A group of parts which form a portion of a
building subs. stem*; e.g., a door, its frame and hardware as part
of a partitioning subsystem; the second subdivision of a building
system*.
Building Subsystem. A group of building components* that per-
forms as specified; e.g., an HVC subsystem made up of COIT1130-
nents such as energy converters, air-handling units, ductwork,
diffusers, and controls; the first subdivision of a building system*.
Building Subsystem Performance Characteristics. The actual char-
acteristics of a given manufocturer's subsystem as opposed to the
needs established by thc user.
Building Subsystem Performance Requirements (Criteria). A set of
statements of the essential characteristics that a building subsys-
tem* must provide in order to satisfy user needs*.
Building System. A set of coordinated building subsystems*, in-
tended for application as a group, performing many or all of the
functions of a building.
Compatibility. The state of functional*, dimensional*, economic,
and aesthetic coordination between two or more building subsys-
tems* or components*; see Interface*.
Development. The effort required to create new products or to
substantially modify existing ones in response to a given perform-
ance standard.
Dimensional Coordination. The organizing of dimensions to en-
able building subsystems*, components*, and parts to be used to-
gether without modification.
Functional Coordination. The organizing of performance charac-
teristics to enable optimum performance to be obtained from com-
binations of building subsystems*, components*, and parts.
Hardware. The physical elements of a system*.
Interface. The common boundary between two building subsys-
tems*, components*, or parts including both the physical contact
which may or may not form a joint and the overlap of perform-
ance characteristics.
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Lead (or Lead-In) Time. The length of time preceding an event
which must be allowed for all implementing activities if the event
is to have reasonable chance of occurring as scheduled.

Modular. Having commensurable dimensions; i.e., dimensions
based upon modules* and integer multipliers.
Modular Coordination. Dimensional coordination* using com-
mensurable dimensions, or modules* and integer multipliers.

Module. A basic fixed dimension.
Performance Specification. A set of specifications which describes

a building system*, subsystem*, or component* for bidding pur-
poses, not by its physical materials, shapes, dimensions, or other
physical properties, but by the desired results; in other words, not
by what it is, but by what it does.
Planning Grid. A reference grid, usually rectangular with the spac-
ing of the grid lines determined by the module* of the building
system*, which serves as a dimensional framework for organizing
the building and/or the site plan.
Planning Module. A standard unit of measurement established as

a tool for space planning; in many U.S. building systems, the plan-
ning module is 5'-0" (60") or 152 centimeters.
Software. The nonphysical elements of a system% e.g., a program,
a design, or procedures.
System. An interdependent group of items forming a unified
whole.
Systems Approach. The viewing of a problem as a system*, stress-

ing the interrelation of problem elements and processes and the
relation of the problem to its larger context.
Systems Building. The application of the systems approach* to
construction, normally resulting in the organization of program-
ming, planning, design, financing, manufacturing, construction,
and evaluation of buildings under single, or highly coordinated,
management into an efficient total process.
User Needs. Those conditions which the user of a building con-
siders necessary or desirable as environment and support for his
activities, without particular reference to how such conditions
are to be physically produced.

3



I-or the iihlividtml or firm interested iii le.irning about building
systems, whether for use (111 3 specific project or for inform Anon
.done, the path begins with the collection and study of existing
inform.nion. As this study progresses, new ideas and coneeptsk
well as ncw interpretations of traditional ideas, will be discovered.

One of the principles of the systems apptoach is that all work
k iterative; that k each project is built upon evaluation of the
results of former projects. The use of building systems leads to
new knowledge and understanding which leads to an improved
abihty to use systems. Each office will develop and evolve its own
teclmiques and methods for building systems use which may dif-
fer from those of other offices.

A formal definition of building system is a set of coordinated
building components, intended for application as a group, per-
forming many or all of the functions of a building. In simpkr
terms, a building system is a set of parts which have rules for how
they may be used. With these parts a building can be designed
and constructed. To this definition, BSIC likes to add that a build-
ing system must include structure and at least one other com-
patible si.bsystem.

The parts in a building system are organized into categories
known as functional subsystems. These categories differ some-
what from the trade-based classification categories of the Con-
struction Specifications Institute (CSI) and the AIA. Four sub-
systemsstructure, heating/ventilating/cooling (HVC), integrated
lighting/ceiling, and interior space divisionare found in almost
all building systems projects to date. Several other subsystems
exterior wall, electric and electronic distribution, carpeting, cabi-
netry, plumbingare found with increasing frequency.

Although the subsystems of a building system could be used in
a traditional design and construction program by careful attention
to the system's constraints and discipline, most effective use comes
when building systems are combined with some of the procedures
which have been evolved for systems projects. Many of these pro-
cedures are discussed in the following chapter, "How To Use
Building Systems." When building systems and these procedures
are used together, it is indeed possible to build better schools in
less time and at the same or lower costs.

Information about building systems ond their use may be ob-
tained from a number of sources. These sources may be loosely
grouped as follows:

Educational institutions. Many schools of architecture and
engineering presently offer courses in both Inti Wing systems and
systems analysis. In addition to formal course structures, these
institutions often hold seminars, short courses, workshops, and
conferences which may be open to both students and nonstudents.
Other agencies, such as state boards of education, chapters of
professional organizations, and the federal government also hold
such sessions.

4
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Periodical articles. Systems building, including the use of
budding sysiems, has been the subject of a number of articles in
architectural and other journals recently. Because the quality of
these articles varies from essential to inane, a selected bibliography
is included at the end of this publication.

Individuals and firms involved in the use of systems. Groups
actually using building systems form a vital source of information.
A major drawback of this source, however, is that the better an
individual or firm is in the use of systems, the less time they have
available to give information. One of the reasons BSIC was estab-
lished Nvas to bring together the experience of leaders in the field
and to communicate this experience to others.

SYstems building periodicals. There are several magazines
which are devoted to systems and industrialized building. Some of
these are:

BSIC Newsletter, primarily aimed at educational construe-
don, published every tenth week free of charge.

BSIC/EFL
3000 Sand Hill Road
Menlo Park, California 94025

Systems Building News, primarily aimed at housing con-
struction, but with broader interests, published monthly,
$18.00 per year.

Systems Building News
1760 Peachtree Road, N.W.
Atlanta, Georgia 30309

Industrialization Forum, covers industrialized and systems
builoing but with a theoretical bias, published four times per
year, $5.00.

Industrition Forum
S :-.col of Architecture
Box 1079
Washington University
St. Louis, Missouri 63130

BSIC and other information centers. Although BSIC is cur-
rently the only active clearinghouse for information on building
systems, both the federal government and The American Institute
of Architects are planning to open centers. Various organizations
have groups whose role is to study and disseminate information
on systems within the parent organization.

Manufacturers of building system components. The manu-
facturers of systems products have available information on their
products and, in some cases, information of general value about
building systems and their use.

In the remainder of this report an introduction to the use of
building systems will be made in the form of a description of a
"model" of a more or less typical building systems project. At
the conclusion of the report, a list of suggested readings for further
information will be found.

5



.:6 %It *ACM 4,niponcrits may be used ill 3 tradi-
L 1. L00%truclion Of .1 project, they

. c 1c,1 par( of .1 systems approach. Prop-
, . Npr, pros ides a means for tapping the

-1;t1gIncilt 4,1 a broad assortment of relevant tech-
.. ii%.irlities. The systems approach is highly

itkignient, and originality to generate
JAC.; .ire often incomplete, ambiguous. and

ular situation. Thc systems approach is prag-
ik.o it is clout oriented. Systems arc developed in re-
tuç spe, -tic set of circumstances which require differ-

(t-.1 b.isc,1 upon the unique conditions of a particular

I c sti.m. Approach, then, dictates that thc actual procedure
c h proiet must arise out of the project's specific condi-

: ,,,r I }WPC IS, however, sufficient similarity among most school
,,,itu,tion protects to have given risc to a "model" building
ilcrns proiC,,t. This model must be viewed as a basis for develop-

merit of projett prosedures rather than as an absolute model to be
4,,p,i0,1 in &lad.

tirtore proses-ding to a discussion of some aspects of this
'int.4r1- protect. it will be useful to clear up a misunderstanding
abLA.11 WI hat is involved in a typical building systems project.

In North America to date there have been two kindc of build-
ing s stents projects 1 those which develop new building sys-
trim.. And 2 , those which use building systems which have pre-
sums!. been Jevdoped and arc available for uncial use. Because
the lao ..lfC often confused, a distinction must L. ade between
them Development can be defined as the effort required to create
new products or substantially modify existing ones in response
to a gis en pertornunce standard.

%%Aunts. Development Programs.

I or edasarional construction, there have been four major build-
sn devdopment programs:

I. School Construction Systems Development (SCSD) in Cali-
torni.s.

2. Study of Educational Facilities (SEF) in Toronto, Ontario.
t. Recherdres en Ame.,,f.,,ements Scolaires (RAS) in Montreal,

Quebec.
i. Uniscrsity Residential Building System (URBS) in California

tor dormitories.

In these programs, large markets were aggregated to provide a
volume of work in ordcr to encourage manufacturers to develop
ncv. products. These programs.are viewed as "seed projects" by
then participants; that is, the development w.-;ric in hardware and
teshniques will be uscd on many more ?rojects than those in-
,luded in the initial program.

HOW TO USE
BUILDING SYSTEMS

DEVELOPMENT AND
OFF-THE-SHELF PRO JECTS
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-SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS

iDENTIFY STIWIULATE CREATE
NEEDS INUSTRY TECHNIQUES

NEW AND/OR NEW AND/OR
BETTER METHODS BETTER PRODUCTS

USED BY

THE ROLE OF CONSULTANTS

Many of the products available in building systems today and
most of the techniques for their use originated as responses to the
needs of these large-scale and expensive development programs.
The role of this type of program is to generate products with im-
proved performance together with effective methods for their use.

The volume of work required to justify a full-scale systems
development program is not fixed, but is known to be in excess
of $30 million of construction in a relatively short period of time.
The number of full-scale development projects that the school
market can sustain is limited. Once the gencral requirements for
various types of buildings have been defined and nccepted and
hardware solutions marketed, there is little need for the large-size
development type project. However, if the market is available and
new requirements can be clearly defined and widely accepted,
industry will develop new component systems or refine and re-
design existing ones to meet this demand.

For persons contemplating school design and construction pro-
jects of normal size, a major systems development project is
out of the question.

Projects Using Existing or Off-the-Shelf Components.
Although there is a lower limit which will be discussed later in

this chapter, projects of almost any size may make use of building
system,, components and techniques. These projects fall into two
categories 1) volume purchase programs where several projects
are grouped together, and 2) single projects. In this report the
single project will be emphasized. Excellent work on grouping
projects into volume purchasing markets is being done by the
Florida Schoolhouse Systems Program and numerous other pro-
grams, including those in Detroit and Alaska.

The common characteristic of these projects, whether for a
single school or a group of schools, is that they are designed
around existing building systems components. Techniques which
have been introduced and tested on the large development pro-
grams are used to implement the projects. The purpose of this
chapter is to show how the individual architectural firm can work
with building systems on the average-size construction project.

On building systems projects, consultants to the architect, in-
cluding structural, mechanical, and electrical engineers, are re-
tained as in conventional design and construction projects. The
roles of these consultants are changed somewhat, however. In-
stead of traditional services, consulting engineers must now spell
out the performance criteria required to satisfy the needs of the
user as specified by the architect and evaluate the manufacturer's
response rather than perform actual system design.

Although legal precedent is lacking at the present time, it ap-
pears that the architect and his consultants cannot shift their tra-
ditional responsibilities to the manufacturer, even when the manu-
facturer performs design in response to performance specifications

1.1
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an,.; systems drawings. In building systems projects, as currently
formulated, thc architect and his consultants must exercise final
review and approval of all parts of thc design as they do on
nonsystems projects.

ALL

ALL

SYSTEMS
A0,1, ----=_-

lulls loll.
mar 41M-

EARLY SYSTEMS WORK

NONSYSTEMS

C:=3

PROGRAMMING AND
SYSTEMS FEASIBILITY

PRELIMINARY DESIGN

CONTRACT DOCUMENTS

BIDDING

CONSTRUCTION

APPROVAL

NONSYSTEMS AND ASSIGNED SYSTEMS

Although many of the steps overlap, the "model" for a building
systems project using off-the-shelf components to design and con-
struct a single project can be outlined as follows:

1. Preliminary architectural programming. The architect and
the client determine performance levels and sufficient project cri-
teria to test the feasibility of the use of building systems.

2. Testing the feasibility of building systems use. The architect
and the client study the project to see if the use of building systems
is useful or desirable.

3. Architectural programming. The architect and client pro-
gram the facility, either full space programming or sufficient pro-
gramming to permit development of the preliminary design.

4. Preliminary design. The architect then develops the prelimin-
ary design and presents it to the client for his approval.

S. Multi-stage bidding, Stage One. Key building systems com-
ponents and the parties who will supply and install them are
selected by competitive bidding.

6. Working drawings. The architect completes working draw-
ings and other contract documents.

7. Multi-stage bidding, Stage Two. The construction con-
tract(s) are let by competitive bidding; these contracts may be
let to:

a. a general contractor,
b. prime contractors where required by law,
c. a construction manager and subcontractors, or
d. a management cor tractor and subcontractors.

The remainder of this chaptdr is a discussion of these "model"
procedures. The "Suggested Readings" contain additional sources
for many of these steps.

8

THE MODEL BUILDING
SYSTEMS PROJECT
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PRELIMINARY ARCHITECTURAL

PROGRAMMING

BUILDING SYSTEMS

FEASIBILITY

The basis of any architectural program is, of course, the re-
quirements of the users of the facility to be constructed. Once this
important aspect of the process has progressed to the point where
these basic requirements are known, architectural programming
can be undertaken.

On systems projects, this involves determining the scope and
schedule of the project, and establishing tentative performance
levels for the facility. In some projects, preliminary architectural
programming has also included definition of additional criteria,
such as, structural bay sizes, story heights, and basic building con-
figurations.

The determination of desired performance levels is an impor-
tant aspect of the programming roles of the architect and the
client, and involves a delicate balancing of user needs and re-
sources. At this point, some information as to future directions
of the client must be known to determine the levels of flexibility
required and possible future performance demands.

Once performance criteria have been established, the appropri-
ateness of building systems as a project solution must be estab-
lished. To determine whether or not systems are an appropriate
solution, the architect and the client must find the answers to sev-
eral questions. Key among these are:

Are building systems products the best means to meet the per-

formance requirements?
Are design constraints inherent in the building systems accept-

able for this project?
Is there sufficient competition in the area among building sys-

tems manufacturers to insure good and legal bidding?
Is this project of sufficient size to stimulate this competition?
Are there local code and/or bidding requirements which

might make building systems use excessively difficult?
Are there other constraints; e.g., labor or political opposition,

which might make building systems use excessively difficult?

Product and manufacturer performance. The best source of in-
formation about the performance levels of systems products and
the willingness of manufacturers to bid on jobs is, of course, the
manufacturers and suppliers themselves. One list of such manu-
facturers, their products, and generalized performance data for
the products is BSIC Special Report Number One: Manufacturers'
Compatibility Study.

Most building systems projects bid subsystems on an installed
basis, with local contractors providing installation service. In most
cases, this local contractor is also the bidder, with the national
manufacturer providing materials and assistance in preparing the

bid.
Project size and building systems. Although the evidence is un-

clear as to the exact relationship between project size and systems
cost, the size of the project modified by other factors may influence

9
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If a stud of these fa,. tors indicates that proiect uic is ftm) %mall

to all, iw all budding systems procedures to be used. alternative
methods may be tried. I.or example, se ,. eral small projects may
be combined into one bidding package of sufficient si/c to attract
manufacturer attention. For educational construction. this may be
done with projects within the sante school district, within the
architect \ office, or between districts and offices. All of these com-
binations are currently in use in Florida, and examples may be
found in other states.

As on nonsystems projects, the preliminary design is the trans-
lation of the building program into a design solution. On building
systems programs, howcver, two elements in preliminary design
differ from conventional approaches.

In a system program, the architect works with both the build-
ing program and an awareness of the inherent nature, potentials,
and constraints of the building systems to develop the preliminary
design. In some firms, all sketching, schematics, and diagrams are
done on paper on which a 5' by 5' grid is imprinted to remind
the designers of the planning module of the building system.

In addition to relating all planning to the basic planning mod-
ule, the architect may wish to use larger planning units, sometimes
called "supermodules," or "space modules," which are based upon
the performance, rather than the dimensional, characteristics of
building systems components. For example, structure of the build-
ing may be conceived in terms of bays of approximately 30' by 60',
an optimum size for many steel structural products. Some HVC
systems have optimum service modules based upon the air han-
dling capacity of the unit.

Another performance characteristic of building systems, their
flexibility, makes possible a new form of building programming
and design which has been experimented with on some school
construction projects. Because of the flexibility built into space
configuration components partitions and other space dividers,
lighting/ceiling, and HVCit is no longer necessary to complete
det-ailed space programming before undertaking preliminary de-
sign. Instead, a generalized programming based on allocating
blocks of space to specialized or I:unctional uses will suffice at the
preliminary design stage.

Final decisions on the detailed .;pace programming for the
"opening day plan" may be postponed until the last possible
moment. This postponement allows the architect to work with
the school staff who will work in the space, and permits the pro-
grammers to make use of the latest thinking in educational theory
and practice. Even beyond this stage, in one systems school in
Florida, the architect has remained involved with the staff in the
making of changes in the building after occupancy.

TO

PRELIMINARY DESIGN
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TRADITIONAL BIDDING

1

7:4_4

2

MULTI-STAGE (TWO STAGE) BIDDING

MULTI-STAGE (FAST-TRACK) BIDDING

In trad:ootial .onsirm.00n prow' 1%. bid% tor kon%Irmooll kon
tratl% arc lakco ativr . ;, 1iui t w rking drawings
,ither dooinknns. :quilts-stage bidding. as often used on
kidding ....sicms prole...Is, retains bidding after document comple-
tion kit adds an earlier bidding f ke pt metil, of thc budding
s %WM. I hi% bidding of %,..slems components normally takes place
follow mg the approv3I t ihe preliminary tlesign by the chcnt.

Al this nine bids for 1,,s; stems components, not always the
( Inv,: building systel». arc taken based upon a set of drawings

_ ach subsystem. and a set of speciticatitms. often of a perform-
ance pc. In most proiects. the subsystems arc bid On instalkd
price basis, with natnmal manufacturers of products usually bid-
ding through a local installer.

The early bidding of components requires that certain decisions
he made earlier in the project than is traditionally the case. Thc
intent of this section is to point out some of the advantages of
early bidding, some of the options available, how to go about it,
and the decisions which must be made to enable its use.

Advantages of Multi-stage Bidding.
Multi-stage bidding, in particular the early bidding of building

system components, offers several advantagcs to the mernhcr
the building team. These advantages include:

A headstart on the design and construction schedule. With
multi-stage biUing, both the architect and the suppliers have
earlier knowledge of some of the products to be used on the pro-
ject. This permits the subsystem manufacturer to order materials
in advance, thereby reducing some of his overhead costs. It may
also permit him to begin fabrication and even erection of his
subsystem before further contracts are let.

Irnproved cost (price) control. Although the early bids usually
include a percentage contir gency to allow for modifications dur-
ing working drawings, the prices quoted by the subsystem sup-
pliers at the early bid are actual installed costs ''or the project.
Early knowledge of these costs, which may amount to over 50
per cent of total building cost, gives the architect and the client
better overall project cost control.

Improved schedule control. As mentioned previously, with
multi-stage bidding the architect ond client are able to give the
manufacturer-installer greater lead-in time than was previously
possible. Signing a contract at the early bid may allow the begin-
ning of subsystem installation before the completion of working
drawings. Although these steps do not insure better and shorter
project schedules, they increase the opportunity for schedule
shortening.

Simplified design completion for the architect. The identifi-
cations of subsystem products and the submission by selected
bidders of shop drawings for their products gives the architect
more information with which to complete his design. The archi-
tect can develop his working drawings around known products
for which the manufacturers prepare many of the details. The

II



arl idclit lb anon of pri du. ts be used in the design reduces
the ,r' blii t re.,,ordinating the design after final bids due to
kompetiti.e supply of other than .pcotied items pratice wItich

..ommon many traditional protects.
Impriited 111111(11 I it quality by chew and ardntect. The early

bidding of systems components places the final selection of these
prodmts in the hands of the architect and client. C:omretition
aiming bidder is on price alone as the performance and quality
levels are established by the early bidding documents, notably the
performance-type specification.

Reduction in "extras- and other additional charges. Where
subsystems are bid on an installed basis, each bidder assumes re-
sponsibility for makiag good his product within the limits set in
the scope statements of the specifications, thereby virtually elimin-
ating extra costs in the subsystems. Further, many changes can
be accommodated by the system's flexibility with a corresponding
decrease in the cost of change orders.

How To Early Bid Building Subsystems.
Assuming that the architect and client wish to use a multi-stage

bidding procedure, the steps in taking early bids of building sub-
systems cln be outlined as follows:

I. A study If the feasibility of both early bidding and of various
related aspects of the process, including contractual rela-
tionships, relation of selected early bidders to later con-
tractors, and other questions of legality.

7. The making of certain key project decisions which affect all
contractors whether selected early or at regular times, and
which normally appear in the generai conditions, special gen-
eral conditions, or supplementary general conditions sections
of specifications, including:

a. Type of contractual relationship between early bidders
and the client, specifically whether contract or letter of
intent;

b. Type of management of construction to be used on the
project.

c. The contractual relationship of early bidder to (b.)
above.

3. The selection of subsystems to include in the early biddine.
4. The selection of the method to insure subsystem compati-

bility.
5. The preparation of bidding documentsdrawings and speci-

ficationswhich include the decisions reached in Nos. 1
through 4.

6. Advertising for bids, issuing of bidding documents, and the

holding of prebid conferences.
7. The taking of bids and their evaluation.
8. The awarding of contracts or letters of intent to selected

bidders based on the decision reached in No. 2 above.

12. 16
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In the remainder of this section on multi-stage bidding, sonle
aspects of this process will be discussed in detail. The taking of
early bids is neither a difficult nor a complicated process, but it
is one involving steps which differ from those used in convention-
ally designed projects. The experience of firms who have used
multi-stage bidding has generally been good, but as with many
aspects of systems building, skill and expertise grow over time
with experience.

Multi-st age bidding is also one of the tools of fast-track or stag-
gered scheduling. This innovative tool has been used on projects
to achieve dramatic savings in time. On such projects as the Mer-
rick school additions on Long Island and the SUNY Surge Facil-
ities at Stony Brook, New York, building systems and overlapping
scheduling have been used together to great advantage.

The Selection of Subsystems To Include in Early Bidding.
At the present time it is possible to include over 50 per cent of

the building's cost in an early bid building system. Although there
is considerable difference of opinion among professionals involved
in systems as to how much to bid early, there is general agreement
that a subsystem should be included in the early bid package if
any or all of the following conditions are true:

The work on this subsystem is crucial to the project schedule
and the commitment of the supplier to the schedule must be in-

sured.
Some subsystem work, either fabrication, delivery, or installa-

tion, must begin before the letting of the full construction con-
tracts for the project.

An advantage accrues to the project or the manufacturer from
the additional lead-in time which early bidding allows.

In most projects employing building systems to date, at least
three building subsystemsstructure, HVAC, and lighting/ceiling
have been bid early. In the case of structure, at least, this er.rly
bidding has allowed some manufacturers to reduce their costs and
lower their bid prices.

Because this bidding process places much cost, schedule, and
detail information about the building system in the hands of the
architect and client at an early point, many firms prefer to bid as
much as possible at this time.

On the other hand, other firms feel that the added work of early
bidding many subsystems is not justified. They feel there is ade-
quate competition among suppliers of noncrucial subsystems to
insure good prices and quality whenever bids are taken on these
components. They further point out that on single school projects,
the amount of lead-in time required with off-the-shelf products
is not great. These firms early bid only diose components which
are important to the project schedule.

There is no simple answer to the question of which subsystems
to include in early bidding. BSIC does not wish to define the course
of action for users, but would like to suggest that an initial early

13



bidding by a firm include at least structural, HVC, and lighting/
ceiling subsystems. By bidding these subsystems, the advantages
listed above of early bidding are obtained and many problems of
recoordination are eliminated. Experience will indicate the direc-
tion a firm will want to go in its use of building systems.

Contracts Versus Letters of Intent.
Two types of contractural arrangement can be used to bind

selected bidders to the project until the letting of final construction
contractscontracts and letters of intent. Each of these two meth-
ods is appropriate to certain project conditions and should be used
in those situations. Of the two, the letter of intent is probably the
more commonly used.

The letter of intent. A letter of intent is a conditional contract;
that is, it binds the signer to the project provided stated conditions
are maintained. In building systems projects, the most common
condition found in a letter of intent is that the project actually
go to construction. If the conditio-ns of the letter of intent are not
maintained, the relationship between the signer and the project
is dissolved and neither the signer nor the project has further obli-
gation.

Because the letter of intent has the force of a contract as long
as the conditions are rn,aintained, the letter is a very useful tech-
nique in multi-stage bidding. A bid for a letter of intent is a real
bid; the prices stated are real and binding. On the other hand, if
the project should not go forward because of failure to obtain
financing or other reasons, no financial liability is incurred by the
client. This is especially useful where early bids are taken before
design completion or bond referendums.

The letter of intent is useful where subsystem suppliers are not
required to perform work before the letting of final contracts.
Based on a letter of intent, most manufacturers will order ma-
terials and arrange production, delivery, and installation sched-
ules but will not perform any actual work.

The contract. A contract with the subsystem suppliers selected
by early bidding is simply that, a contractual relationship creating
financial responsibility for the client. Cancellation of the contract
is more difficult than the dropping of a letter of intent and requires
payment for work done. On the other hand, if work must be per-
formed by the subsystem supplier before the letting of final con-
struction contracts, a contract at this stage is eE.sential.

Relation of Early bid Subsystems to Final Contracts.
Building systems and multi-stage bidding procedures have been

used on projects involving all the principal types of management
of constructiongeneral contracting, prime construction con-
tracting, construction management, and management contracting.
The most common form is with a general contractor to whom the
subsystem contracts are assigned. The general then assumes re-
sponsibility for the coordination of the work of the assignees as
well as his other subcontractors.
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Early bid building systems may also be included in projects
where prime construction contracting is required. In such projects
the subsystems, if of sufficient size and proper nature, may be
handled as separate prime contracts or they may be assigned to
the relevant prime contract.

Where construction management is practiced, the subsystem
contracts are between the owner and the contractor and are man-
aged by the construction managemInt contractor. The situation is
similar under management contracting, although the normal form
of this process makes the subsystems suppliers subcontractors to
the management contractor.

Whichever method is followed, the method and the conditions
for assignment must be contained in the general conditions section
of the early bidding documents and all subsequent documents
used in connection with parties to which such contracts may be
assigned.

Insuring Subsystem Compatibility.
The specification documents should contain a statement for

each subsystem of the requirements for compatibility with other
subsystems, including an assignment of responsibility to one sub-
system or the other where conditions may be ambiguous. Where
dimensional and functional compatibility is required of two sub-
systems, such subsystems are sometimes said to have a "manda-
tory interface."

At the present time, not all building systems producLs are com-
patible with each other. Because of this, subsystem selection
should be made on the basis of achieving a compatible building
system and not simply selecting the lowest bidders in each sub-
system category. Selection on this basis places the responsibility
for compatibility at the mandatory interfaces upon the manufac-
turers and any adjustment or modification required to meet spe-
cific conditions must be made by them at their expense.

Bidders are often required to state their compatibility with one
another by a process known as "mutual naming." The bids sheets
provide space for each bidder to name bidders of other subsystems
with which he is compatible. With each combination of bidders
in all other subsystems with which he has r, mandatory interface,
he must state a price for his subsystem. Normally only bidders
who name each other can be considered compatible. Samples of
such bidding sheets are included as an appendix to this report.

These statements of mutual compatibility must be backed up by
the submission of sufficient information at the time of bidding to
demonstrate this compatibility to the architect. Requirements for
these submissions must be contained in the specifications.

For each subsystem, there are appropriate mandatory inter-
faces. Table I shows suggested mandatory interfaces.
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The Preparation of Bidding Documents.
Early bidding of systems components is based upon two docu-

memsa set of drawings and a set of specifications. The specifica-
tions include bidding sheets, general conditions, and the subsystem
descriptions normally of a performance type. In a successful build-
ing systems project, the development of preliminary design and the
development of the building system package overlap and are in-
separable. Because of this fact, coordination problems between
drawings and specifications should be at a minimum.

Early bidding drawings. In the preparation of early bidding
drawings, the success or failure of the programmers and designers
in keeping systems in mind will be readily apparent. One goal of
preliminary design in a building systems project should be to de-
velop the preliminary design drawings in such a manner that a
minimum of modification and redrawing is required to produce
the bidding documents.

As the drawing standards included as an appendix to this report
suggest, the drawings should be .imple and clear. At least one
sheet is prepared for each subsystem bid plus other sheets showing
architectural plan, elevations, and site location. Each sheet should
contain only such material as is relevant to the subsystem it dis-
plays. The graphic indications used on each sheet should be dis-
tinct and unambiguous, and the 5' grid should probably be read-
able on each sheet. The complete drawing package will, of course,
be sent to all bidders.

Early bidding specifications. As the key decisions affecting the
project are made, the development of the early bidding specifica-
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PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS OUTLINE

1. "Boilerplate."
a. Advertisement for bid.
b. Instructions to bidders.
c. General conditions (these must be the same

in all project documents).
2. Performance specifications for each subsystem.

a. General requirements for each subsystem.
(1) General performance requirements for

the subsystem.
(2) Scope of work included in the subsystem.
(3) Relevant codes and regulationsmay be

included in general conditions or under
performance requirements.

b. Compatibility requirements with other sub-
systems.
(1) Interfacing requirements.
(2) Coordination requirements.

c. Subsystem performance requirements.
(1) Dimensional criteria.
(2) Design criteria.
(3) Proof of performance and/or testing re-

quired.
d. Submittal requirements.

(1) At bid.
(2) Following nomination.

3. A set of the bidding sheets for each subsystem.

21

tions can be undertaken. The specifications used in early bidding
of building systems are normally of the performance type; that is,
they describe what the components must do rather than state what
they must be. Before proceeding to a discussion of the preparation
of these documents, it will be useful to examine briefly the major
types of performance specifications used in early bidding.

The pure performance type specification was developed for use
on building system development projects, such as SCSD in Cali-
fornia and SEF in Canada. In these projects, the performance
specifications were written to define new products to be developed
by industry. As such, these documents contain many elements

hich are most useful in development projects and which are
cumbersome and nonessential when existing products are being
procured. In spite of these difficulties, these specifications in modi-
fied form have been used successfully on the majority of single

school systems projects.
The Schoolhouse Systems Project (SSP) in Florida has adapted

these developmental specifications for use on small projects. In
addition, several groups, including SSP, the Council of Educational
Facilities Planners Subcommittee on Codes and Standards, BSIC,
and some manufacturers are working to develop a set of model
performance specifications for nondevelop mental school con-
struction projects.

Two simpler forms of performance specifications make use of
the fact that smaller projects are purchasing from a known group
of products. In one type of specification, a list of acceptable sub-
system products is added to a shortened or referenced pure per-
formance type specification document. Bidders may then bid any
product on the list, while unlisted products may be acceptable if
they meet the conditions of the performance specifications.

The second and slightly less useful type is similar to the ma-
terial specification in that it establishes an "or equal" type require-
ment. In this type, a performance specification is written about
one of the known subsystem products. Other products which are
equal to the selected product may be bid also. Difficulty arises in
determining exactly what is equal.

Regardless of the type of specification selected, the early bidding
specifications document toast contain certain elements. A short
outline of a performance specification document for early bidding
appears in the margin.

The pages, sections, and paragraphs should be organized and
numbered in a coherent manner. Unfortunately, the major or-
ganizational schemes for architectural data, such as the CSI 16
division format, do not readily lend themselves to the ordering of
performance speciScations on a subsystem basis.

Summary of Multi-stage Bidding.
Multi-stage bidding is a technique used on many building sys-

tems projects in which bids are taken on key building systems
components upon the complc; xi of preliminary design. The re-
mainder of the project is bid atter completion of all contract docu-
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mcgitt. s ith ome form of assignment of the selected systems con-
t*,wtot, to the full construction contracts.

the %.stems components early allows the manufacturer
It Ad m time, thereby reducing his costs and improving his

:.hrdoling. -the chitect gains better coFt and time control, and
4bic to work with known products.

tI4-111% Imiponents are bid on the basis of two sets of docu-
1 bid drawings based upon the preliminary design, and

: pe,itiL ations for these subsystems. The specifications are nor-
thc performance type, although various modified per-

tttn.uwe types may be used. These specs must be coordinated
utb..)!I other spesifications of the project.

ompatibility of components is insured in part by a process in
hiih each bidder ii.1-nes products or bidders in other subsystem

Ategones with which hc is compatible. To be considered "com-
patible- ladders or products must be mutually named.

If the sire of the project justifies the expense to the bidders, a
rebid meeting should be held in which problems can be straight-
ened out and misunderstandings cleared up. A second important
funsnon of this meeting is that it allows potential bidders to iden-
tify one another and to see with whom they should seek to estab-
lish compatibility.

The only difference between a building systems project and a
traditional project in the preparation of complete contract docu-
ments is that in a systems program, the architect can work from
shop drawings of the selected components. The detailing of the
interfacing of systems components is performed by the component
manufacturers.

Although building systems can be seen as only a partial cause,
some of t',c offices which use systems have begun to reduce the size
of the wcarking drawing package. It may be that the manner of
thinking about building systems fosters a more systematic ap-
proach to other aspects of the design process.

Budding systems have been used on projects in which a variety
of solutions to the problem of managing construction were em-
ployed. These methods can be classified generally in four cate-
goriesgeneral contracting, prime contracting, construction man-
agement, and management contracting. A brief summary of sys-
tems use with each of these methods forms the bulk of the re-
mainder of this chapter.

Building systems and general contracting. The use of a gen-
eral construction contract is perhaps the most common form of
construction management on building systems projects. The only
major change from the traditional project structure is that the
building systems component contractors are selected by the owner
rather than the general contractor. These contracts are then as-
signed to thr general contractor. The general contractor is still
responsible for coordination and management of the total con-
struction effort.

WORKING DRAWINGS

MULTI-STAGE BIDDING,

STAGE TWO
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Building systems and prime contracting. In some states, pub-
lic works projects, including schools, must be bid as several prime
contracts. In these cases, the client provides such coordination as
is necessary on the project. In bidding systems projects under
these conditions, two approaches have been used. In one case, the
systems contracts are assigned to the relevant prime contractor.
In the other, the systems component and installation contracts are
trcated as additional prime contracts. This latter form is common
where the subsystems contracts are relatively large.

Building systems and construction management. A less:a- used
but potentially useful management approach is the hiring of a con-
struction manager. The construction manager provides the super-
vision and coordination services normally provided by the general
contractor but does no contracting work on the job himself. In
this approach, on-site work is performed by subcontractors who
Submit bids to the client. The construction manager is most often
someone with a contracting background.

On projects where a constiuction manager is used, the building
systems contracts are handlee simply as additional subcontracts.
The Toronto SEF Building System projects are all managed by
construction managers.

Building systems and management contracting. Management
contracting is a variation on construction management which has
been used on the First URBS Project and on building systems pro-
jects for the University of Alaska. The references in "Suggested
Readings" will provide an understanding of this innovative man-
agement technique.

When building systems are used under management contracting
procedures, the subsystem contracts are either bid to or assigned
to the management contractor for coordination and supervision.
These subsystem contracts are usually subcontracts to the man-
agement contractor.

This chapter has presented a necessarily briet description of a
general "model" of a building systems project. The reader should
remember the caution at the start of the chapter, that this model
should serve as a basis for his own development of procedure,, and
not as the "only way to do it."

The steps in the model building systems program are:

1. The architect and the client determine performance levels
and sufficient project criteria to test the feasibility of the use of
building systems.

2. The architect and the client study the feasibility of a building
systems application to the project, weighing the advantages of sys-
tems use and determining the appropriateness of building systems
to provide the type of facility desired.

3. Assuming that the use of systems is appropriate, the architect
and the client program the facility; using the flexibility inherent in
building systems, at this stage of project development they may
only perform generalized space programming, reserving final de-
tailed programming until the last possible moment before the fa-
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cility is placed in use.
4. The architect prepares the preliminary design, a translation

of the building program, drawing from his understanding of the
characteristics of building systems.

5. Based upon subsystem drawings and performance type speci-
fications, the building systems components and the parties who
will supply and install them are chosen by competitive bidding; the
selected bidders are given cOntracts or letters of intent.

6. Using the cost and product information obtained from the
building systems suppliers, the architect completes the working
drawings and other contract documents.

7. The construction contracts are let by competitive bidding;
these contracts may be let to:

a. General contractor
b. Prime construction contractors
c. A construction manager and subcontractors.
d. A management contractor and subcontractors.

In (a) building system contracts are assigned; in (b) they may be
assigned or handled as additional prime contracts; in (c) and (d)

they are handled as subcontractors.
8. If the programming method of working from generalized to

detailed space programming has been used, the architect and the
facility users prepare the final space program.and it is implemented
in the building.

9. The facility is constructed.
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Adams, Velma. "The Trend to School Building Systems," School Management,
August 1969, pp. 24-30, 49-54; September 1969, pp. 66-73. A good general
introduction to the application of building systems to school construction.

BSIC Special Report Number One: Manufacturers' Compatibility Study. Stanford,
California: BSIC, April 1970. A listing of products available for use in SCSD-
type building systems including a list of manufacturer contacts and matrices
showing compatibility of products.
Revision availoble summer 1971 at $1.00 per copy from:

BSIC/EFL
3000 Sand Hill Road
Menlo Park, California 94025.

Chase, William W. "Systems and the Single School," Construction Products and
Technology, September 1970, pp. 41-46.

"Florida's Systems Schools." CEFP Journal, January-February 1970, pp. 9-16. The
results of Florida's first three volume purchasing programs for building sys-
tems, with emphasis on cost and time savings achieved.

Gores, Harold B. and Alan C. Green. "Building Ideas that Save Money," American
School and University, February 1971, pp. 13-32. A discussion of various
means of saving money in educational facility provisions, including building
systems, fast-tracking, renovation, mixed use, and membrane structures.

Educational Facilities Laboratories. Systems: An Approach to School Construc-
tion, auth. C. W. Griffin. New York: Educational Facilities Laboratories,
1971. An introduction to the use of building systems in school construction
through a history of EFL supported projectsRAS, SCSD,SEF, URBS.
AvailaK e at $2.00 per copy from:

Educational Facilities Laboratories
477 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10022

Metropolitan Toronto School Board Study of Educational Facilities. Report T-1:
Introduction to the First SEF Building System. Toronto: March 1968. Price
$20.00. A comprehensive introduction to the building systems approach to
school construction. Because of this document's role in the SEF program, the

emphasis is on the development of building systems products.
. Report T-7: Sub-System Proposals for the First SEF Building System. To-

ronto: 1970. Price $10.00. A catalog of building subsystem products bid on
the SEF program and available for use.
Available at price quoted plus 10 per cent postage and handling charges from:

Metropolitan Toronto School Board Study of Educational Facilities
155 College Street
Toronto 2B, Ontario, CANADA.

Miller, Richard P. "A New English Translation: 'Systems Building' for Boardmen
and Administrators," American School Board Journal, January 1971, pp. 22-
29. This article is an attempt to present the building systems approach to
single school construction in a language which the layman, or lay-architect,
can understand.

"Transferring School Building Systems Experience," a conference held in Washing-
ton, D.C., by BRI-BRAB, May 21-22, 1970. Building Research, Vol. 7, No. 2,
April-May-June 1970; Vol. 7, No. 3-4, July-December 1970. The proceedings
of this conference present a comprehensive, although inconsistent, view of the
present state of the art.
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A. Development Programs and Off-the-Shelf Projects.
Boice, John R. A History and Evaluation of the School Construction Systems De-

velopment Project, 1961-1967. Menlo Park, California: BSIC/EFL, summer
1971. An in-depth study of the SCSD project written by the Project Coordina-
tor. It contains evaluative infoy mation generated about SCSD and the schools
since 1967.
Available at $5.00 per copy from BSIC/EFL. Publication scheduled for sum-
mer 1971.

BSIC Newsletter. Stanford, California: BSIC, April 1969, Vol. 1, No. 1. An in-
depth study of the EFL supported building systems projectsRAS, SCSD,
SEF, URBS, and the Pittsburg Great High Schoolsthrough the spring of
1969.
Available at $1.00 per copy from BSIC/EFL.

Haviland, David S. "Some Notes on School Building Systems Projects," compiled
as background information for "Transferring School Building Systems Ex-
perience," BRI-BRAB conference held in Washington, D.C., May 21-22, 1970.
An excellent outline history of the major building systems projects up to the
spring of 1970.
Available at $3.00 per copy from:

BRI-BRAB
2101 Constitution Avenue
Washington, D.C. 20418.

Hislop, Patrick and Christopher Walker. SCSD (School Construction Systems De-
velopment): Development of Systems Building Components by Performance
Specifications. The Building Centre Intelligence Report Number 3. London:
The Building Centre Trust, 1970. A brief but comprehensive evaluation of
the SCSD project.

B. The Model Building Systems Project.
BSIC Research Report Number One: KIM Associates, A Case Study in Systems

Building. Stanford, California: BSIC, 1970. A study of the methods and pro-
cedures used by a firm which is active in the use of building systems on school
construction.
Available at $1.00 per copy from BSIC/EFL.

Chase, William W. "Systems and the Single School," Construction Products and
Technology, September 1970, pp. 41-46.

C. Testing the Feasibility of Building Systems Use.
Architectural Research Laboratory. SER 1: Environmental Abstracts. First volume

of School Environment Research, 3 Vols. Ann Arbor: University of Michigan,
1965. A cataloging and abstracting of environmental research relevant to the
design of schools. The nature of the work probably limits its usefulness for
those not involved in research.

BSIC Special Report Number One: Manufacturers' Compatibility Study.
Council of Educational Facility Planners. Guide for Planning Educational Facili-

ties. Columbus, Ohio: CEFP, September 1969. A comprehensive guide to the
planning and programming of educational facilities.
Available at $7.50 per copy from:

Council of Educational Facility Planners
29 West Woodruff Avenue
Columbus, Ohio 43210.
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D. Building Programming and Educational Requirements.
Metropolitan Toronto School Board Study of Educational Facilities. Report E-1:

Educational Specifications and User Requirements for Elementary (K-6)
Schools. Toronto: 1968. Price $10.00.

Report F-2: Educational Specifications and ricer Requirements for Inter-
mediate Schools. Toronto: 1969. Price $10.00.

Report E-3: Educational Specifications and User Requirements for Sec-

ondary Schools. Toronto: 1970. Price $15.00. These documcnts (E-1 through
E-3) form model educational specifications for schools in Toronto. Special
a aention has been paid to two pointsthe environmental and spatial impli-
cations of activities, and the underlying educational philosophy.
Available at prices quoted less 20 per cent educational .1iscount, if applicable,

from:
McGraw Hill
330 Progress Avenue
Scarborough, Ontario, CANADA
Attn: Mr. Peter Bradley.

E. Multi-stage Bidding.
Brill, Michael. "Systems Design, Performance Specifications and Building Systems:

Summing Up," Construction Products and Technology, September 1969,
pp. 33-37. An introduction to the meaning and use of performance specifica-
tions in systems building.

First California Commission on School Construction Systems. Contract Docu-
ments and Performance Specifications for the SCSD Project, July 1963. Stan-
ford, California: Stanford School Planning Laboritry, 1963. The perform-
ance specifications for the four major subsystemsstructure, lighting/ceiling,
HVAC, and partitionsof the SCSD program.

Metropolitan Toronto School Board Study of Educational Facilities. Report T-2:
Specifications for the First SEF Building System. Toronto: June 1968. A com-
prehensive set of performance specifications covering ten subsystems which
account for approximately 80 per cent of building cost.
Available at $30.00 per copy plus 10 per cent for postage and handling from
SEF.

Schoolhouse Systems Project. Performance Specifications SSP Program Three. Tal-
lahassee, Florida: State Department of Education, 1968. Performance speci-
fications for seven subsystems bid on one of the major nondevelopmental
building systems projects.
Available from:

Schoolhouse Systems Project
Department of Education
State of Florida
Tallahassee, Florida 32304.
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F. Managcmcm Contracting.
Abbott. ,fames F. .N1ariagcntent Contracting at the Unwersity of California. Berke-

ley.. California: University of California. June 1970. This publication consists
of contract documents for the management contract for the first URBS build-
ing in California plus background information on the management contract-
ing concept.
Available free to public institutions. S2.04) per copy to all others from:

Coordinator
Construction and Maintenance
University of California
641 University Hall
Berkeley. California 94720.

"Management Contracting Brings Dividends on California Campus." Engineering
News-Record, April 29, 1971, P. 17. The results to date of thc application of
thc management contracting procedures described in the publication by
James F. Abbott.

"Systems Building at the University of Alaska." BS1C Newsletter, Vol. 3, No. 2,
June 1, 1971. This article describes briefly the management contracting pro-
cedures used c ae University of Alaska's 1971 Capital Improvements Pro-
gram.
Available free of charge from BSIC/EFI.-
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APPENDIX A
INTRODUCTION TO PLANNING
WITH BUILDING SYSTEMS

The Building System
A building system is composed of building subsystems manufac-
tured by a number of competing firms and engineered to be di-
mensionally and functionally compatible with one another (see
Table I, p. 16). Four of these subsystems are major contributors
to the building's form and function.

1. The structural subsystem gives the building its general form
and sets the basic modular pattern.

2. The mechanical, or HVC, subsystem, provides thermal con-
trol and comfort.

3. The lighting/ ceiling subsystem provides lighting, acoustical
control, possible fire protection for the structure, and support for
partitions and ocher subsystems, and may provide for supply and
return of treated air.

4. The partitions, or interior space division, subsystem provides
in erior visual and acoustic control with a potential for change of

spatial organization.
The lighting/ceiling subsystem and the horizontal elements of the
structural subsystem create a service sandwich between the top of
the deck and the ceiling line. This area is used for the passage of
mechanical duct work and electrical and other services. With some
types of HVC subsystems the service sandwich forms a return air
plebum. In current products the depth 6f this sandwich varies from
36" to 48".
The building system may contain other subsystems, which are dis-
cussed in the section "How To Learn about Building Systems" of
this -eport. Performance characteristics of specific subsystems may
be found in BSIC Special Report Number One: Manufacturers'
Compatibility Study.
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Structural Subsystem
In SCSD-type building systems the horizontal dimensional plan-
ning mocle of the structural subsystem is 5'-0" by 5'-0". Al-
though most structural products allow freedom in vertical di-
mensions, some introduce a vertical dimensional planning module
of 1'-0" or 2'-0".
The center lines of structural components fall on the plannning
grid lines in most available systems. With some exceptions, col-
umns are located at the corners of structural bays and at the inter-
section of these grid lines. In some structural systems, the columns
fall within the structural bay, either on a grid line or within a grid
square.

A "supermodule" is a planning module based upon the perfor-
mance of a building subsystem. In the structural subsystem, the
supermodule is the long span structural bay. This supermodule re-
flects the fact that most of these products were designed to permit
large column-free spaces within the building.
The design of structural subsystems considers both the vertical and
lateral load conditions normally encountered in schools and re-
lated building types. Because the magnitude of lateral loads is the
result of the particular building configuration and the require-
ments of local wind or seismic codes, it is the responsibility of the
architect and his consulting enginee,-s to investigate the provision
of shear walls and/or other lateral bracing to meet these condi-
tions.

5,-0' x 5'-0' PLANNING MODULE

S.

f/oor root ceiling heights

A A

available range: 5'-35' 5-40' 5'-40' 5'-80' as req'd.

supermodules: 25'-35' 25'-35' 25'-35' 55'-70' 9', 10'

useful combinations: 30' x 30' 30' x 60'
30' x 35' 30' x 70'
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CONTROL ZONE

The geometry of building systems requires that design changes
involving the structure be made within the disciplines of (1) di-
mensional coordination imposed by the planning module and (2)
structural bay size and shape imposed by the supermodule.
Changes in building size and shape must be made with reference
to both the 5'x5' planning module grid and the larger super-
module grid.

Heating/Ventilating/Cooling (HVC) Subsystem
Although virtually all types of mechanical systems have been in-
tegrated into building system designs, the most typical HVC sub-
system is the multizone air handling type. These units may be full
packages designed for location either on the rooftop or in me-
chanical spaces or they may be satellite air handling units con-
nected to one or more central plants.
The supermodule for many multizone systems is the "mechanical
service module" which varies from 2,000 to 10,000 square feet per
unit depending on unit size and other factors. The mechanical
service module can be divided into as many as 15 "control zones"
each with a thermostat or other control device.
To ensure spatial flexibility, the distribution layoutpermanent
and flexible ducts located in the service sandwichmust be de-
signed so that air may be supplied to and returned from all possi-
ble combinations of control zones by relocating only flexible ducts,
boots, and diffusers..

The rooftop multizone unit has proven to be an effective solution
for one- and two-story buildings. In two-story applications, a ver-
tical chase brings ducts down to the floor-ceiling service sandwich.
Beyond two stories the floor space saved by rooftop units is con-
sumed by these vertical chases.

In multistory buildings, the use of multizone air handling units
on each floor allows a high degree of flexibility with minimum ver-
tical penetration for ductwork.
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Lighting/Ceiling Subsystem
The lighting/ceiling subsystem has a horizonal planning module
grid which coincides with that of the structural subsystem. In most
products this planning module is either 60" by 60" rr 30" by 60".
Some product lines offer both these modules and may permit them
to be used interchangeably.
The center line of the ceiling grid runners falls on the planning grid
lines. This ceiling grid provides support for other ceiling ele-
ments, partitions, and other components, and is often the location
of the air supply and return diffusers.

Several types of ceiling infill may be placed on these runners, creat-
ing two basic types of ceilingscoffered or vaulted and flat. By
combining these ceilings with various types of lighting fixtures
direct, indirect, luminous ceiling, recessed, and surface mounted
a variety of ceiling configurations can be created, some of which
are illustrated below.
The fixtures and lenses in most of these products are designed so
that, as a rule of thumb, the equivalent of a single two 40W tube
lumination level of at least 70 footcandles with relatively low fix-
fixture in each 60" by 60" module will produce a maintained il-
ture brightness.

momm1"1.,

60" x 60" PLANNING MODULE --;\

30" x 60" PLANNING MODULE

.-1

X

COFFERED COFFERED VAULTED
DIRECT (1) DIRECT (2) LUMINOUS CEILING

The ceiling is one of the main elements of acoustic control in the
building system. Because in many cases sound isolating partit.,-,ns
do not penetrate the ceiling, the sound attenuation of the ceiling
is of great importance. In addition, attention to the sound absorb-
ing qualities of the ceiling is necessary, especially in large open-
plan spaces.

z8 32
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SPRINKLER HEADS

I

60" x 60" PLANNING MODULE GRID

Fire resistance for steel floor-ceiling and roof-ceiling assemblies is
provided largely by the ceiling. In addition to the fire rating re-
quired for structural protection, and with concrete structural sys-
tems where this rating may not be necessary, the ceiling may have
to be rated separately from the total assembly in order to provide
fire protection for an air return plenum, if such is used.

Partitions Subsystem
In most cases elements of the partition subsystem are located on
the planning module of the lighting/ceiling subsystem. With some
lighting/ceiling and/or partition products, however, partitions may
be located off the ceiling grid. Several types of partitions are avail-
able for use with the other subsystems of a building system. These
partitions have varying degrees of flexibility and types should be
carefully selected to provide the flexibility actually required by the
design. With the development of furniture and casework products
which are dimensionally coordinated with the building system, the
division of interior space into functional units should utilize a
variety of elements and not partitions alone.

The major types are'

1. Fixed partitions, normally a part of the general construction
contract, are used where the location of the wall will likely be
the same over the building's life, such as fire walls, some wet
walls, and vertical shaft walls.

2. Demountable/movable partitions are used where long term flex-
ibility is desired and require mechanical attachment to the floor
and ceiling.

3. Portable partitions can be quickly and easily relocated by rela-
tively untrained persons and are used wherc short term flexi-
bility is desired.

4. Operable panel and accordion partitions are primarily used
where spaces are repeatedly divided on a more or less regular
basis; the high cost of these partitions and the fact that they are
normally underused reduces their usefulness.
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PPENDIX B
JGGESTED STANDARDS FOR DRAWINGS USED IN THE
ARLY BIDDING OF BUILDING SUBSYSTEMS

)TES TO STANDARDS:
. These stancards are intended to show clarity and completeness of early bidding
(prebidding") drawings. Actual project drawings may include items not shown
in these standards or may contain different information.

2. The symbols selected in these standards have been chosen to provide con-
sistency in these drawings only. The set of symbols used on project drawings
wi., have to be selected by the architect. Symbols should be clear, logical, and
unambiguous.

3. The early bidding documents consist of, at least, drawings, specifications, and
bidding sheets for each subsystem. None of these items should be considered
en isolation from the others. Neither drawings, specs, nor bidding sheets present
the entire subsystem by themselves.
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ROOF STRUCTURAL PLAN

1. Locate columns and outline structural bays. Column loca-
tion may be indicated by "acceptable column location
zones" in lieu of specific location (see page 33).

2. Indicate special structural conditions such as cantilevers,
known openings, and special loading conditions.

3. Indicate floor to ceiling heights.
4. Location of rooftop HVC units and required openings may

be indicated or may be handled as an interface requirement
for bidders.

LEGEND

Column

Structural bay outline

Fascia

Roof opening

HVC unit

elm rl. 111Mir

.111.4111

r
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STRUCTURAL SUBSYSTEM METHOD A
OUTLINING OF STRUCTURAL BAYS
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ROOF STRUCTURAL PLAN

Scale
l.

1. Locate structural elements on five foot planning grid. Col-
umn location may be indicated by "acceptable column lo-
cation zones" in lieu of specific location (see page 33).

2. Indicate special structural conditions such as cantilevers,
known openings, and special loading conditions.

3. Indicate floor to ceiling heights.
4. Location of rooftop HVC units and required openings may

be indicated or may be handled as an interface requirement
for bidders.

LEGEND

Column

Primary spanning element

Secondary spanning element

Fascia line

Roof opening

HVC unit

STRUCTURAL SUBSYSTEM METHOD B
SIMPLIFIED FRAMING PLAN
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ROOF STRUCTURAL PLAN

LEGEND

Area in which columns are
acceptable

Structural perimeter outline

Roof opening

1. Locate columns or "acceptable column location zones."
Outline building structural perimeter.

2. Indicate special structural conditions such as cantilevers,
known openings, and special loading conditions.

3. Indicate floor to ceiling heights.
4. Location of rooftop HVC units and required openings may

be indicated yr may be handled as an interface requirement
for bidders.

STRUCTURAL SUBSYSTEM METHOD C
OUTLINING OF STRUCTURAL PERIMETER
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FLOOR PLANHVC

qcaly

1. Locate all fixed elementscolumn, fixed partitions, exterior
wall, etc. on planning grid. Indicate nonsystems areas.

2. Indicate areas of known flexible space and their HVC con-
trol zones.

3. Indicate control zones in areas of nonflexible space.
4. If desired, indicate locations of controls.
5. Indicate factors affecting HVCwall and roof U-factors,

ceiling heights, etc.
6. Show CFM for each zone.

LEGEND

Control zone boundary

CFM per control zone

Nonsystems area

Thermostat

OP 1MI, .=1

HEATING / VENTILATING / COOLING SUBSYSTEM
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REFLECTED CEILING PLAN

Scale

1. Locate all fixed elementscolumn, fixed partitions, exterior
wall, etc. on planning grid. Indicate nonsystems areas.

2. Outline lighting type areas.
3. Enter lighting type designation in each area.

_

LEGEND

Lighting type boundary

Lighting type indicator

Nonsystems area

I I

LIGHTING I CEILING SUBSYSTEM
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FLOOR PLAN-PARTITIONS

?cal!,

1. Locate all fixed elementscolumn, fixed partitions, exterior
wail, etc. on planning grid. Indicate nonsystems elements.

2. Locate all elements of partition subsystem.
3. Indicate floor to ceiling heights.

LEGEND

Exterior wall (nonsvstems)

Fixed partitions (nonsystems)

Demountable partitions

Glazed demountable

Portable partitions

Special surface

Operable panel partition*

Operable accordion partition
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PARTITIONS SUBSYSTEM
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APPENDIX C
SAMPLE BIDDING FORMS FOR THE EARLY BIDDING OF
BUILDING SUBSYSTEMS

SAMPLE BID PROPOSAL FORM

PROJECT:

STRUCTURAL SUBSYSTEM

The undersigned hereby'proposes and agrees to furnish any and all labor,
materials, equipment, transportation and services for the supply and
Installation of this building subsystem as indicated in the Contract
Documents and the following addenda:

It is hereby confirmed that this proposal is compatible with product
assemblies of at least one bidder from each of the HEATING/VENTILATING/
COOLING (HVC) and LIGHTING/CEILING subsystem categories.

The undersigned further agrees that his company name may be listed
on the proposal forms of all bidders named below. It is understood
that the Owner w:11.consider subsystems to be compatible only when the
names of compatible bidders are mutually listed.

It is further understood (a) that bids will be awarded only on a
composite basis which includes the four subsystem categories; structure,
HVC, lighting/ceiling, and partitions, and that the bid price to
be considered by the Owner will be the sum of the four lump figures
from four compatible subsystem categories, and (b) that if a manufac-
turer submits bids to cover two or more of the subsystem categories,
he shall submit a separate price for each category on the proposal form
for that category.

COMPATIBLE BIDDERS

HVC LIGHTING/CEILING TOTAL LUMP SUM BASIC BID PRICE

($

($

($

($

BIDDER'S NAME

PRODUCT DESIGNATION
BIDDER'S ADDRESS

SIGNATURE

SIGNING OFFICER

OFFICE HELD DATE



SAMPLE PROPOSAL PRICE BREAKDOWN, STRUCTURAL SUBSYSTEM

PROJECT:

COMPATIBLE BIDDERS WITH WHOM THESE PRICES APPLY:

HVC

SQUARE FOOTAGES:

LIGHTING/CEILING TOTAL LUMP SUM BASIC BID PRICE

UNIT PRICES FOR HOLES:

Roof: sq ft

Floor: sq ft

Bidder shall include in his total lump sum bid price the cost of
providing holes through structure in the sizes and quantities shown
below. He shall provide a single unit price for these holes which may
be used to make additive or deductive adjustments when the exact
number of holes is known.

Size

Through Roof Through Floor
Unit Price

Quantity per Hole
Unit Price

Quantity per Hole

up to 6" sq.

over 6" to 12" sq.

over 12" to 24" sq.

over 24" to 48" sq.

BASIC BID PRICE: Roof:

Floor:

Total:

UNIT PRICES FOR + 9% ADDITION OR SUBTRACTION:

Roof Price Total

Roof sq ft sf

Floor Price Total

Floor sq ft

SUBSYSTEM BIDDER:

38

sf

= 7 /sq ft

= 7 /sq ft

DATE:

.12



SAMPLE BID PROPOSAL FORM

PROJECT:

HEATING/VENTILATING/COOLING (HVC) SUBSYSTEM

The undersigned hereby proposes and agrees to furnish any and all
labor, materials, equipment, transportation and services for the
supply and installation of this building subsystem indicated in the
Contract Documents and the following addenda:

It is hereby confirmed,that this proposal is compatible with product
assemblies of at least one bidder from each of the STRUCTURAL and
LIGHTING/CEILING subsystem categories.

The undersigned further agrees that his c ipany name may be listed
on the proposal forms of all bidders nameu below. It is understood
that the Owner will consider subsystems to be compatible only when the
names of compatible bidders are mutually listed.

It is further understood (a) that bids will be awarded only on a
composite basis which includes the four subsystem categories:
structural, HVC, lighting/ceiling, and partitions, and that the bid
price to be considered by the Owner will be the sum of the four
lump figures from four compatible subsystem categories, and (b) that
if a manufacturer submits bids to cover two or more of the four
subsystem categories, he shall submit a separate price for each
category on the proposal form for that category.

COMPATIBLE BIDDERS

STRUCTURE LIGHTING/CEILING TOTAL LUMP SUM BASIC BID PRICE

at.

($

($

($

($

BIDDER'S NAME

PRODU(1T DESIGNATION

BIDDER'S ADDRESS

SIGNATURE

SIGNING OFFICER

OFFICE HELD DATE

43

CORPORATE SEAL
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SAMPLE PhOPOSAL PRICE BREAKDOWN, HEATING/VENTILATING/CO2LING SUBSYSTEM

PROJECT:

COMPATIBLE BIDDERS WITH WHOM THESE PRICES APPLY:

STRUCTURE LIGHTING/CEILING TOTAL LUMP SUM BASIC PRICE BID

SQUARE FOOTAGE! HVC Service Area: sq ft

FLEXIBLE DUCT UNIT PRICES:

Bidder shall include in his total lump sum bid price the cost of pro-
viding all fixed and/or fle,a.ble ductwork. He shall also provide a
single unit price for eacl- of the following items which may be used to
make additive or deductive adjustments when exact numbers of these
items are known.

Item Installed Unit Price

12' flex duct and boot* including
connections at both ends ($ )

6' flex duct and boot* including
connections at both ends

,.

($ )

UNIT PRICE FOR -I- 5% ADDITION OR SUBTRACTION:

HVC Basic Bid Price

HVC Square Footage

SUBSYSTEM BIDDER:

sf
= -r

/sq ft

DATE:

* Note to sample sheet only: The air diffuser boots are often
supplied by the lighting/ceiling contractors as a part of
their subsystem.
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SAMPLE BID PROPOSAL FORM

PROJECT:

LIGHTING/CEILING SUBSYSTEM

The undersigned hereby proposes and agrees to furnish any and all labor,
materials, equipment, transportation and services for the supply and
installation of this building subsystem indicated in the Contract
Documents and the following addenda:

It is hereby confirmed that this proposal is compatible with product
assemblies of at least one bidder from each of the STRUCTURE, HEATING/
VENTILATING/COOLING (TVC), and PARTITIONS subsystem categories.

The undersigned further agrees that his company name may be listed
on the proposal forms of all bidders named below. It is understood
that the Owner will consider subsystems to be compatible only when the
names of compatible bidders are mutually listed.

It is further understood (a) that bids will be awarded only on a
composite basis which includes the four subsystem categories: structure,
HVC, lighting/ceiling, and partitions, and that the bid price to be
considered by the Owner will be the sum of the four lump figures
from four compatible subsystem categories, and (b) that if a manufac-
turer submits bids to cover two or more of the subsystem categories,
he shall submit a separate price for each category on the proposal
form for that category.

COMPATIBLE BIDDERS

STRUCTURE HVC PARTITIONS TOTAL LUMP SUM BASIC BID PRICE

($

($

($

($

BIDDER'S NAME

PRODUCT DESIGNATION

BIDDER'S ADDRESS

SIGNATURE

SIGNING OFFICER

OFFICE HELD DATE CORPORATE SEAL
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1-.; PPEAKOoWN, :ai-;IITING/CEILING SUBSYSTEM

1. /t1:;)111:; ocITU WIWM 'MESE PRICES APPLY:

Mc PARTITIONS TOTAL LUMP SUM BASIC BID PRICE

c*Crir A.C.E Clangifications L-I,
1-3, and L-4 sq ft

AIR :AFY1-:;EP PRICES:

Ht nha)l tctue in his total lump sum bid price the cost of pro-
31! ttplylv return air linear diffusers to be installed in

nc nhall al:10 provide a single unit price of each of
t!wme tatl4aerti, :0,1,711 may be used to make additive or deductive

1..!'er the exact number of these items is known.

t ern Installed Unit Price

SL4pply Aar 144ifuser ($

,-.t4r:-.,

______

--

Ai: .1,:aft3tser ($

"ell' PRICES }OA ",% 0R SUBTRACTION:

1.10.1.:hq
,-.355313c4t.cn

Modulo
Installed Unit Price *

M'A=04-' !Inlighted Module

DATE:

*a_tpl,& tihe,et LA-.1Yt Us. prices for :Latcriala only may be
3(1tiost to. lieu of. installed unit priced when
L-y thid L'Lthtf-A010,f id o-pticnal (-Jr _ iequired.



SAMPLE BID PROPOSAL FORM

PROJECT:

PARTITIONS SUBSYSTEM

The undersigned hereby proposes and agrees to furnish any and all labor,
materials, equipment, transportation and services for the supply and
installation of this building subsystem indicated in the Contract
Documents and the following addenda:

It is hereby confirmed that this proposal is compatible with product
assemblies of at least one bidder from the LIGHTING/CEILING subsystem
category.

The undersigned further agrees that his company name may be listed on
the proposal forms of all bidders named below. It is understood that
the Owner will consider subsystems to be compatible only when the names
of compatible bidders are mutually listed.

It is further understood (a) that bids will be awarded only on a
composite basis which includes the four subsystem categories: structure,
heating/ventilating/cooling, lighting/ceiling, and partitions, and that
the bid price to be considered by the Owner will be the sum of the
four lump figures from flur compatible subsystem catc lries, and (b)
that if a bidder submi4-- l'ids to cover two or more of The subsystem
categories, he shall sA:mit separate price for each category on the
proposal form for tha c.

COMPATIBLE BIjDERS

LIGHTING/CEILING TOTAL LUMP SUM BASIC BID PRICE

($

($

flIDDER'S NI,ME

PRODUCT DESIGNATION

BIDDER'S ADDRESS

SIGNATURE
SI1NING (IFFICER

OFFICE HELD

47

CORPORATE SEAL
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SAMPLE PROPOSAL PRICE BREAKDOWN, PARTITIONS SUBSYSTEM

PROJECT:

COMPATIBLE BIDDER WITH WHOM THESE PRICES APPLY:

LIGHTING/CEILING TOTAL LUMP SUM BASIC BID PRICE

LINEAR FOOTAGE:

Type Height Linear Feet Bid Price Total

, Demountable

. . . ,

$

Portable $

Operable Panel $

Operable Accordion
-

$

SPECIAL SURFACE UNIT PRICES:
Bidder shall include in his total sum unit bid price the cost of pro-
viding all special surfaces. He shall also provide a single unit
price for each of these surfaces which may be used to make additive
and deductive adjustments when the exact quantity of these items is
known. Installed Unit Prices

Chalk Surface Tack Surface ProjectionPartition Type Surface

Demountable /ln ft $ /ln ft /ln ft

Portable /ln ft $ /ln ft /ln ft

UNIT PRICES FOR + ADDITION OR SUBTRACTION:

' Demountable Price Total $

' Demountable ln ft

' Portable Price Total

' Portable ln ft

Operable Panel Price Total

lf

lf

Operable Panel ln ft lf

Operable Accordion Price ToLal

Operable Accordion ln ft lf

SUBSYSTEM BIDDER:

44

/ln ft

/ln ft

/ln ft

/ln ft

DATE:

48



APPENDIX D
SAMPLE LETTERS OF INTENT
The following letters are based on documents used in actual
projects and are intended as examples only.

LETTER FROM SCHOOL BOARD TO NOMINATED
SUBSYSTEM CONTRACTOR

May 6, 1971

Rosmith Steel Company, Inc.
P. 0. Box 1291
New York, New York 10022

Re: Subsystem No. 1, Structure

Gentlemen:

It is the intent of the Hypothetical Board of Education to assign your
proposal for furnishing and installing Subsystem No. 1, Structure, in
the amount of $140,967.00 on the new Hypothetical High School to the
successful General Contractor. This will be done contingent upon the
receipt of proper bids and the sale of the school revenue bonds.

This, of course, will be done in the name of the Hypothetical City
Council, as they will be the legal owners of the building. It is
anticipated that the working drawings will be out for bids within
three (3) weeks from date of this letter and we will allow four (4)

weeks for bidding and analyzing the complete general works. In addition,
approximately four (4) to six (6) weeks will be required to advertise
and sell the bonds. This makes a total of eleven (11) to thirteen (13)
weeks from this date to the anticipated date of contract with a General
Contractor.

You are to proceed immediately with the subsystem drawings and other
information required by the plans and specifications. Please forward
this information direct to the School Board's architect, Olson and
Johnson, Inc., and if you have any questions concerning this project,
get in touch with them.

Sincerely,

William R. Jones, Superintendent
Hypothetical City Schools

WRLT:rp
cc: Olson and Johnson, Inc.

4 9
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LETTER FROM SCHOOL BOARD TO NOMINATED
SUBSYSTEM CONTRACTOR

August 1, 1969

Mr. Robt Smith, Jr., president
Rosmith Steel Company, Inc.
P. O. Box 1291
New York, New York 10022

Dear Mx. Smith:

Hypothetical High School
Project No. 1598

Your Prebid Proposal,
Dated June 30, 1969

Following review and evaluation by our consultant team of Bids received
pertaining to certain component.subsystems relating to the Subject Project,
the Hypothetical Board of Education, at a special meeting on JUly 28,
1969 has taken the following action.

As outlined in the Prebid Construction Documents, dated May 29, 1969,
prepared by Olson and Johnson, Inc., Architects, the Board of Education,
on or before october 1, 1969, intends to enter into contract with you
based upon the terms stated in Part III-Component Contract of the
Construction Documents. The contract, in the amount of $47,533.00, will
include the furnishing and installation of Components Subsystem No. 1
titled Structure in accordance with the provisions noted in the Prebid
Construction Documents, the Prebid Proposal Form and Addenda issued
during the bidding period.

It should be noted that the Board of Education, consistent with the
intent of the Construction Documents, may wish to include your Prebid
Proposal in the total building program Construction Documents in lieu
of following the assignment procedure referred to in Part III of the
Prebid Construction Documents. Should this be done, your firm would
ultimately become a subcontractor to the successful General Contractor
as would also be true in the case of assignment.

Further, it Should be understood that this correspondence is a letter of
intent only. Subsequent execution of a Components Contract (or inclusion
of your Prebid Proposal in the executed general building program contracts)
is subject to receipt of total construction bids within the Board of
Education's Construction Budget.

Please acknowledge your receipt of this letter and your acceptance of
the terms stated therein by returning a signed copy of this letter to
the Hypothetical Board of Education.

Very truly yours,

Hypothetical Board of Education
Hypothetical, Ohio

By

By

Da6ad

President

Clerk
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Accepted

By
Rosmith Steel Co., Inc.



LETTER FROM GENERAL CONTRACTOR TO NOMINATED
SUBSYSTEM CONTRACTOR

March 15, 1971

World Lighting Company, Inc.
161 West Second Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60894

Attention: Mr. Charles Green, President

Re: New School, Cleveland, Ohio

Gentlemen:

This letter will express our intent to anter into a subcontract with
you to furnish and erect subsystem No. 3, lighting/ceiling, for the
above referenced project. The award will be in accordance with your
proposal dated March 5, 1971, for said work for the sum of $65,996.

The heating, ventilating, and air conditioning contractor for the
Cleveland project has not been determined as yet but an award will be
made within the next few days. As soon as this award has been made,
you will be notified as to the name of the company and the individual
to contact in order to coordinate the two systems.

Please review the Critical Path Schedule for this project and make
certain that you can comply the schedule dates on Shop drawings
and calculations as well as the completion date.

We look forward to working with you on this project as well as the
one in Phoenix.

JMCJ:to
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Veil, truly yours,

John M. Cook, Jr.
Executive Vice President
National Contractors, Inc.
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